Opinionated expression extraction is a central problem in fine-grained sentiment analysis. Most existing works focus on either generic subjective expression or aspect expression extraction. However, in opinion mining, it is often desirable to mine the aspect specific opinion expressions (or aspectsentiment phrases) containing both the aspect and the opinion. This paper proposes a hybrid generative-discriminative framework for extracting such expressions. The hybrid model consists of (i) an unsupervised generative component for modeling the semantic coherence of terms (words/phrases) based on their collocations across different documents, and (ii) a supervised discriminative sequence modeling component for opinion phrase extraction. Experimental results using Amazon.com reviews demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach that significantly outperforms several state-of-the-art baselines.
Introduction
Aspect based sentiment analysis is one of the main frameworks in opinion mining (Liu and Zhang, 2012) . Most of the websites only display the aggregated ratings of products but people are more interested in fine-grained opinions that capture aspect specific properties in reviews. Therefore, it is desirable to have a holistic approach to mine aspect specific opinion expressions containing both aspect and * Research performed during author's internship at University of Houston opinion terms within the sentence context as a composite aspect-sentiment phrase (e.g., "had to flash firmware everyday", "clear directions in voice" etc.) and further group them under coherent aspect categories. Apart from knowing the key issues in products that are often expressed via aspect-sentiment phrases, they are also useful in applications such as comparing similar products and summarizing their important features where it is more convenient to have the aspect-sentiment phrases rather than generic aspect/sentiment words lacking the natural aspect opinion correspondence in the right context. They can also be applied to the various tasks such as sentiment classification, comparative aspect evaluations, aspect rating prediction, etc.
The thread of research in (Brody and Elhadad, 2010; Titov and McDonald, 2008; Zhao et al., 2010; Mei et al., 2007; Jo and Oh, 2011) focus on extracting and grouping aspect and opinion words via generative models but lack the natural aspect opinion correspondence (e.g., in the manner they appear in sentences). (Wang et al., 2016; Fei et al., 2016) can discover aspect specific opinion unigrams but does not focus on phrases. The thread on fine grained opinion expressions Choi et al., 2006; Breck et al., 2007) focus on subjective expression extraction which are generic instead of aspect specific. Formally, the task can be stated as follows:
Given a set of reviews, for each sentence, s = (w 1 , . . . w n ), with the head aspect (HA), w HA=i , i ∈ [1, n], discover a sub-sequence (w p , . . . w q ) where p ≤ i ≤ q that best describes the aspect-sentiment phrase containing the head aspect. We refer head aspect to the word describing fine-grained property of product. Further, group these phrases under relevant aspect categories. The examples below show labeled aspect-sentiment phrases within [[ ]] with the head aspect (HA) italicized:
• I've been very happy with it so far done a [[firmware update without a hitch]].
• After less than two years, the [[signal became spotty] ].
In this paper, we propose a novel hybrid model to solve the problem. We call this Phrase Sentiment Model (PSM). PSM is capable of extracting a myriad of expression types covering: verb phrases ("screen has poor viewability"), noun, adjective or adverbial phrase ("recurrent black screen of death", "quite stable and fast connection"), implied positive ("voice activated directions"), implied negative ("requires reboot every few hours") etc. The hybrid framework facilitates holistic modeling that caters for varied expression types (leveraging its discriminative sequence model) and also grouping them under relevant aspect categories with context (exploiting its generative framework). Our approach is also context and polarity independent facilitating generic aspect-sentiment phrase extraction in any domain. Further, we propose a novel sampling scheme based on Generalized Pólya urn models that optimizes phrasal collocations to improve coherence. To the best of our knowledge, a hybrid framework has not been attempted before for opinion phrase extraction. Additionally, the paper produced a labeled dataset of aspect specific opinion phrases across 4 domains containing more than 5200 sentences coded with phrase boundaries across both positive and negative polarities which will be released to serve as a language resource. Experimental evaluation shows that our approach outperformed the baselines by a large margin.
Related Work
Subjective expression extraction (Choi et al., 2005) has traditionally used sequence models (e.g., CRFs). Various parsing, syntactic, lexical and dictionary based features (Kim and Hovy, 2006; Jakob and Gurevych, 2010; Kobayashi et al., 2007) have been used for subjective expression extraction. In (Yang and Cardie, 2013; Johansson and Moschitti, 2011) dependency relations were also used for opinion expression extraction. Sauper et al., (2011) employs an HMM over words and model the latent topics as states in an HMM to discover the product properties (often aspects) and its associated attributes (pos/neg) polarities separately. In Yang and Cardie, (2012) a semi-CRF based approach is used which allow sequence labeling at segment level and (Yang and Cardie, 2014) employed semi-CRF for opinion expression intensity and polarity classification. However, all the above works focus on generic subjective expressions as opposed to aspect specific opinionsentiment phrases.
In (Choi et al., 2006; Yang and Cardie, 2013 ) joint models were proposed for identifying opinion holders and expression, relations among them in news articles. In (Johansson and Moschitti, 2011) a re-ranking approach was used on the output of a sequence model to improve opinion expression extraction. In (Li et al., 2015; Mukherjee, 2016) subjective expressions implying a negative opinion were discovered using sequence models and markov networks; while in (Berend, 2011) supervised keyphrase extraction was used for phrase extraction. These works mostly relied on word level features under the first-order Markov assumption. Above works are tailored for only expression extraction and do not group coherent phrases under relevant aspect categories.
Another thread of research involves topic phrase mining. Wang et al., (2007) proposes a Topical ngram model (TNG) that mines phrases based on statistical collocation. Lindsey et al., (2012) employ hierarchical Pitman-Yor process to model phrases. In Fei et al., (2014) , Generalized Pólya urn model (LDA-P-GPU) was used to group the candidate noun phrases. In (El-Kishky et al., 2014; , frequency based information were used for mining phrases that are good for generic phrases but cannot model relevant yet longer phrases due to their infrequency. Thus, they are unable to capture long phrases containing both aspect and opinion. The models TNG and LDA-P-GPU are closest to our task as they can discover relevant aspect expressions that can contain opinions and are considered as baselines.
Next there are works that generate phrasal (Pontiki et al., 2015) , a dataset was produced that had annotations for aspect phrases. The focus was on aspect phrases as opposed to aspect-sentiment phrases. The MPQA 2.0 corpus has some labeled opinion expressions, but they are generic subjective expressions as opposed to aspect-sentiment phrases (see Section 1) we find in reviews. Zhao et al., (2011) extracts topical phrase in tweets using relevance and interestingness. Wu et al., (2009) proposed a phrase dependency parsing approach to extract product feature (aspect expression) and opinion expression and the relation between them. They considered all noun and verb phrases (NPs, VPs) as product features and its surrounding dictionary opinion words as opinions. Features were constructed using phrase dependency tree to extract relation among all product features and opinions that were later used in aspect and opinion expression extraction. Although, Wu et al., (2009) doesn't discover aspect specific opinion phrases, its use of NPs in extracting candidate opinion phrases is similar to Fei et al., (2014) which is considered as a baseline.
Phrase Sentiment Model (PSM)
PSM is a hybrid between generative and discriminative modeling that combines the best of both worlds. Its generative modeling lays the foundation for emission of aspects and aspect specific opinion phrases in documents, while its discriminative sequence modeling component (via an embedded CRF) facilitates aspect specific opinion phrase extraction.
As noted in Titov and McDonald (2008) , modeling entire reviews as documents tend to correspond to the global properties of a product (e.g., brand, name, etc.) of arbitrary length len(len = 1 for words; len > 1 for phrases) starting at an index st ∈ [0, |s d |]. We observed that most of opinion expression are centered around the head aspect thereby causing the space of potential opinion expressions to be quite sparse. We took advantage of following observation and trained a sequence model (e.g., CRF) for phrase sequence tagging as described in the next subsection. We generated M = 5 best sequence labelings of each sentence
) via forward Viterbi and backward A * search 1 . Hence, our vocabulary is the union of unigrams and n-grams discovered by CRF over M best sequence labeling, i.e., the model's vocabulary,
In PSM, for each aspect a, we model its aspect specific terms (words/phrases) distributions and aspect background word distributions using multinomials ϕ A a and ϕ B a , drawn from Dir(β) over the vo-
We assume that each sentence evaluates one aspect which mostly holds true in the review domain. We associate a latent switch variable for each word r 
by fitting a previously trained CRF model. The switch variables, r ∈ {1, 0} for a particular tagging s m d of sentence s d span over all its words and take values r = 1 for words being part of an aspect specific opinion phrase or r = 0 for aspect background words, upon observing all words in s d . Finally, depending upon the aspect, z d,s and the switch variable r d,s,j , we emit (unigram) terms in the sentence as follows:
and for phrasal terms (i.e., when
).
Inference
We employ MCMC Gibbs sampling for posterior inference. As latent variables z and r belong to different levels, we hierarchically sample z and then r for each sweep of a Gibbs iteration as follows:
Samplers for r consist of three cases: (i) individual aspect-specific opinion words, (ii) individual background words, and (iii) phrasal opinion:
where n s d,a denotes the # of sentences in domain d assigned to aspect a, n A a,v , n B a,v denote the # of times term v was assigned to aspect a in the aspect specific opinion, and aspect specific background language models respectively. A count variable with subscript (·) signifies the marginalized sum over the latter index and ¬ denotes the discounted counts. The sampler in (5) . The sequence probabilities, p CRF in equations (3, 4, 5) can be obtained as follows.
Let w = (w t=1 . . . w t=T ) denote the sequence of observed words in a sentence, and let each observation w t have a label y t ∈ Y indicating whether w t is part of a aspect specific opinion phrase, where Y = {1, 0}. We consider a first order Markov linear-chain CRF in our hybrid model. We define the Markovian transition and forward-backward variables of our embedded CRF as follows:
where α 1 (j) = ψ 1 (j, y 0 , w 1 ) and β T (i) = 1. This lays the foundation for expressing the sequence probabilities, p CRF in closed form as follows: (9) is used for computing the sequence probabilities for individual opinion/background words for samplers in eq. (3, 4) while eq. (10) and its extensions are used for computing the sequence probabilities in the phrase samplers in eq. (5). The values for ψ t , α t , β t are obtained from a previously trained CRF model upon fitting to the current sentence s d for which sampling is being performed.
Embedded CRF Training
We employ linear-chain CRFs (Lafferty et al., 2001) for modeling phrases. While word (W) and Part-OfSpeech (POS) tag features are effective in various sequence modeling tasks (Yang and Cardie, 2014; Yang and Cardie, 2012) , in our problem context, (W+POS) features are insufficient as they do not consider the head aspect (HA) and its relevant positional/contextual features, i.e., how do different POS tags, syntactic units (chunks), polar sentiments appear in proximity to the head aspect? Hence, centering on the HA, we propose a set of pivot features to model context. Table 1 ). Each template generates several features that capture various positional context around the HA. Additionally, we consider up to 3 rd order pivot features allowing us to model various dependencies as features. For polarity, we used the opinion lexicon 2 derived from (Hu and Liu, 2004) . Feature Templates: Table 1 details the templates for features pivoting on the head aspect. Various features from these templates coupled with the value of the current sequence tag at y t or a combination of current and previous labels y t , y t−1 serve as our linear chain features (LCF), f (y i−1 , y i , w). Further, the index i for LCF can refer to any word in the sentence and not necessarily the head aspect, yielding us a very rich feature space. Learning the CRF λs: Given a set of training examples {w i , y t } where y t are the correct sequence tags, we estimate the CRF Λ = {λ k }parameters by minimizing the negative log-likelihood (NLL),
(11) Where p(y t |w, Λ) ∝ exp( k t λ k f k (y t−1 , y t , w)), C is the soft-margin parameter, and the term k λ 2 k indicates L 2 regularization on the feature weights, λ k .
2 http://www.cs.uic.edu/∼liub/FBS/opinion-lexiconEnglish.rar
The training set for learning the embedded CRF models λs is detailed in Table 3 (col 1, 2).
Optimizing Phrasal Collocations
Topic models can be described in terms of a simple Pólya urn (SPU) sampling schemes in the sense that when a particular term (word or phrase) is drawn from a topic, count of that term is incremented in that topic. This enforces the topic distribution to tend towards these terms over time as frequency of them increases. Therefore, the posterior of generative topic models often favors terms with high frequency e.g., unigrams, while phrasal terms are ranked lower due to their lower frequencies. This is undesirable for phrase extraction.
In contrast, Generalized Pőlya urn (GPU) model differs from SPU in its sampling process. When a certain term is drawn, the count of that term increases as well as it also increases the count of terms which are similar to drawn word/phrases via pseudocounts for promotion. Thus, GPU caters for promotion of others terms in a principled manner. It has been previously used for unigram topic modeling in (Mimno et al., 2011) . In this work we leverage it for phrases.
Proposed PSM-GPU model
We optimize the collocations of relevant aspect words and phrases in the GPU framework in two ways:
Word to phrase: Intuitively, if an aspect word is assigned to a topic then that topic should represent that aspect and to all other phrases in that aspect's phrase set (i.e., phrases containing that aspect) should belong to the same topic. Thus, when an aspect word is assigned to a topic then each phrase in its aspect set is promoted with a small count in that topic. Phrase to word: When a phrase w d,s,j j=st+len−1 j=st is assigned to a topic, each component word w d,s,j where j ∈ [st, st+len−1] in it is also promoted with a certain small count, i.e., each word of that phrase is also assigned to that topic by a certain amount.
We now define the term promotion matrix, A for the GPU framework. Every element of A, A w,w refers to the promotion pseudocount, i.e., whenever a w was seen in an urn, we increment the count by A w,w of w . w, w can be word or phrases.
if w is an aspect word, w is a phrase ∈ Phrase set of w δ w is a word ∈ Phrase w 0 otherwise
To improve the ranking of phrases, the value of σ is kept greater than δ. Empirically values are given section 5.1.
PSM-GPU Inference
Accounting the GPU process above, the approximate Gibbs samplers for z and r take the following form:
Similarly, phrasal opinion switch variable can be derived. The sampler for individual background words remains unchanged.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our proposed models. We first detail our dataset, followed by baselines and results. Dataset Statistics: For CRF training, we created a phrase labeled dataset of aspect opinion phrases using product reviews from Amazon across 4 domains each spanning 4 head aspects. In this work, head aspects for a domain are known a priori either directly using unsupervised topic induction or guided by domain knowledge (e.g. using aspect models such as (Zhao et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2013; Mukherjee and Liu, 2012) ). Our focus is on phrase extraction and grouping. We labeled the positive and negative opinion phrases spans (Table 3 ; col 2, 3) in the reviews following the annotation schemes in for embedded CRF training in PSM. Table 3 details our labeled data for CRF training. This phrase boundary labeled dataset (Table 3 ; col 2, 3) is "orthogonal" or disjoint from the data where the PSM model was fit and evaluated (Table  3, col 4, 5) . This avoids overfitting and makes a fair case for all the experiments of PSM. Preprocessing and Parameter Setting: We removed the stopwords, punctuation, special characters and words appearing less than 5 times in each domain. For all models, posterior estimates of latent variables were taken with a sampling lag of 50 iterations post burn-in phase (of 200 iterations) with 2,000 iterations in total. Dirichlet priors were set to α = 50/K, where K is the number of topics (empirically set to 10 via pilot) and β = 0.1. The CRF parameters C = 1 and GPU parameters σ = 0.05 and δ = 0.01 were estimated using cross validation.
Dataset and Parameter Settings

Baselines
We consider the following relevant phrase extraction models as our baselines:
PSM-GPU sMC-GPU LDA-P-GPU Router→Connection:"updating firmware secure connection", "dropping connection", "connection excellent", "instability wireless connection", "crashes entire connection", "updating", "kills current connection including downloads", "affected plugged connection","cable radio frequency connection", "halfway" Router→Connection:"connection big time", "signal weak time connection", "connection time stable", "lose connection", "internet connection speed dropped", "stop working lot connection", "started dropping internet connection", "started dropping connection", "drop wireless connection drops wired connection", "connection dropping problems" Router→Connection:"drops", "times day internet connection", "internet connection multiple times", "internet connection times", "internet connection minutes", "dropping internet connection", "broadband internet connection", "extremely slow internet connection", "lost internet connection","internet connection couple" GPS→Screen:"poor screen contrast daylight", "direction screen missing poor screen contrast", "slow screen size makes useless", "screen turned", "turn", "nothing screen", "night screen bit bright", "screen unpredictable directions", "lacks faster screen refresh rate", "smoother screen refresh"
GPS→Screen:"bright", "excellent nice touch screen", "touch screen n't", "nice big touch screen", "touch screen big size", "smaller", "touch screen but nice", "screen accurate spoken direction", "touch screen nice", "nice slim touch screen"
GPS→Screen:"smaller screen but dont", "wide screen", "nothing but screen", "ok but screen", "screen but normal", "screen size", "large screen", "better traffic features cons touch screen", "screen real estate than", "than years screen" Table 2 : Example aspect specific opinion phrases (comma delimited in order) discovered by PSM-GPU, sMC-GPU, LDA-P-GPU. Errors are italicized and marked in red.
LDA with phrases (LDA-P): As aspect-sentiment phrases are often noun phrases, a basic approach is to include the noun phrases (extracted using a parser) as separate terms in the corpus. Topical N-gram (TNG): The TNG model in (Wang et al., 2007 ) extends LDA to model n-grams of arbitrary length. As aspects often appear close to their opinion in the sentence, topical n-grams for each aspect form a natural baseline. We used the authors original implementation in the MALLET toolbox. LDA-P with GPU (LDA-P-GPU): This model is due to (Fei et al., 2014) and is tailored for phrase extraction in opinion mining. It employs LDA with noun phrases in the GPU framework to rank the aspect phrases higher in their topics. Our implementations of LDA-P and LDA-P-GPU use the noun phrases discovered by the Stanford Parser. semi-Markov CRF with GPU(sMC-GPU): This model builds over the model of (Yang and Cardie, 2012 ) that used dependency tree features and semi-CRF to model the arbitrarily long expressions. We used these expression spans as multiword in vocabulary. Then we employ GPU based sampling with LDA proposed by (Fei et al., 2014) to collocate opinion expressions.
Qualitative Analysis
To assess the quality of extracted expressions, we labeled the topics following instructions in (Mimno et al., 2011) . First, each topic was labeled as coherent or incoherent and an aspect name was given if the topic was coherent. Each topic was presented as a list of top 45 terms in descending order of their probabilities under that topic. A topic was considered coherent if the terms in the topic were semantically related to each other.
Next, for coherent topics, their terms were labeled as correct (if the terms semantics was relevant to the topic) or incorrect (otherwise). Two human judges were used in the annotation. Agreements being high (κ > 0.78), disagreements were resolved upon consensus among judges. Table 2 reports the top 10 terms(words/phrases) for aspect 'connection' (Router domain) and aspect 'screen'(GPS domain) across PSM-GPU, sMC-GPU and LDA-P-GPU (the two closest competitor). We note that PSM-GPUs phrases are more expressive compared to sMC-GPU because sMC-GPU is prone to have longer phrases due to segment features but PSM's switch variable captured more relevant aspect specific opinion expressions. sMC-GPU has better 
Domain
PSM-GPU PSM sMC-GPU LDA-P-GPU TNG LDA-P P R F Ac. P R F Ac. P R F Ac. P R F Ac. P R F Ac. P R F Ac. Router 71.867.869.768.8 69.067.368.167.7 69.667.768.668.2 65.267.966.567.1 65.266.866.065.9 65.568.066.767.4 GPS 69.369.269.269.3 66.767.767.267.4 65.368.065.765.5 63.668.465.966.8 64.168.366.158.8 66.069.767.868.6 Mouse 87.481.484.087.3 82.980.481.382.4 83.481.582.682.3 81.378.379.480.9 82.977.980.082.5 77.977.377.177.7 Keyboard 92.572.981.284.1 90.270.178.481.6 88.470.377.681.0 86.769.376.479.9 88.866.675.879.1 83.663.471.475.0 Avg. 80.372.876.077.4 77.271.473.874.8 76.771.973.674.3 74.271.072.173.7 75.369.972.071.6 73.369.670.872.2 phrases compared to LDA-P-GPU because the latter only considers noun phrases which may not always be semantically coherent under an aspect. The qualitative results of other baselines TNG and LDA-P were worse than that of LDA-P-GPU and hence omitted due to space constraints. However, the subsequent experiments compare all models quantitatively.
Quantitative Analysis
We consider the following metrics and tasks: Average Precision: Figure 2 shows the average Precision@n (p@n) for n = 15, 30, 45 of all coherent topics for each model in each domain. We note that PSM-GPU achieves the highest precision for all domains significantly (p < 0.01) outperforming its closest competitor sMC-GPU. sMC-GPU tends to discover longer phrases due to segment features in semi-CRF and combined with GPU gains the maximum strength among other baselines. Next in order are LDA-P-GPU, PSM, and TNG. We have not shown the result of LDA-P as its top terms didn't contain enough phrases and its precision scores were quite lower compared to other models. But it is worthwhile to note that PSM outperforms LDA-P-GPU (2nd best competitor) at lower ranks which is more important (e.g., in majority domains for p@15) and shows its effectiveness. It is a bit unfair to compare PSM with sMC-GPU because PSM is lacking phrase rank optimization whereas sMC-GPU enforces it, and the p@n metric uses rank position as its goodness criterion. However, we will see that in an actual application task, both PSM and PSM-GPU does better than sMC-GPU. Also, we observed that p@45 is higher compare to p@15 or p@30. The reason is even though we are promoting the phrases using GPU it is not able to remove some aspect opinion words from top 15 terms due to their high occurrence in phrases. For e.g. Table 2 has opinion words like "updating", "turn" which are considered incorrect because of non-phrasal terms. # of coherent topics: Figure 2 (rightmost chart) shows the number of coherent topics produced by each model. A model that can discover more coherent topics is better. We find that PSM-GPU can discover more coherent topics with phrases than its baselines across all domains. The trends of other models are similar to p@n and can be analogously explained. We note that the Topic Coherence (TC) metric in (Mimno et al., 2011) which is often used to approximate coherence in unigram topic models as it correlates with human notions of coherence, uses codocument frequency of individual words in topics.
However, in our problem as phrases are sparse, their co-document frequency is far lower than words. Hence, the TC metric is not directly applicable. Our measure of coherence is based on human judgment (achieves high agreements, κ > 0.78 see Section 5.3) and from Table 2 we can see the discovered phrases do reflect coherence. Hence, to evaluate the phrases quantitatively, we employ an actual sentiment classification task that uses the posterior of our models (top phrases) as features. This is reasonable because the estimated topics (when used as features) improve sentiment classification, it shows that they are meaningful and capable of capturing latent sentiment that govern polarities. Sentiment Classification: For this task, instead of using all the words as features, we used the posterior on ϕ A (top 50 terms of ϕ A ) as features. For all models, all possible n-grams of top 50 terms are also considered as features. We trained SVMs 3 (using the SVMLight toolkit) with the features described above. Evaluation for this task employed 5-fold cross validation on the data in Table 3 (col 4, 5). For each test fold, the features were induced upon fitting the aspect extraction models on the training data of that fold. From Table 4 we note that both PSM-GPU and PSM outperform all competitors on average F1 across all domains. More specifically, we note that PSM alone that uses no rank optimization performs better than sMC-GPU employing phrasal rank optimization under GPU scheme. We believe this is due to PSM's switching component that can discover correct aspect/sentiment terms (sufficient for polarity classification) and rank it higher based on frequency even though the expressive aspect specific phrases remain ranked lower. sMC-GPU tends to have longer phrases so it does well, however, under GPU, longer phrases may not be promoted well as they lack anchor aspect terms under a relevant topic. LDA-P-GPU uses standard (Noun Phrases) NPs for phrases with rank optimization and hence is the next in performance order as NPs may not capture opinion well. TNG does not perform as well as it relies on multiword collocation as opposed to NP/VP for phrase extraction. LDA-P's performance is lowest as it cannot rank the relevant NPs high. PSM-GPU has the right balance of phrase boundary span and phrasal rank optimization via GPU that makes it significantly outperform (p < 0.01) all competitors. Sequence Model Sensitivity: To assess the robustness of the hybrid framework, we evaluate the sensitivity of the embedded CRF model via domain ablation. We choose the best performer PSM-GPU and ablate each domain during its CRF training. We repeat the previous experiment on sentiment classification using the ablated model. From the results in Table 5 , we note that the reduction in precision is relatively more than that of recall. However, the F1 score does not drop significantly (compared to Table  4 ) for any domain showing the robustness of the hybrid framework. We note that even with some skewness in the labeled data (Table 3) , CRF is not overfitting here and the proposed pivot features (Table  1) are powerful enough to learn the phrasal structure across domain.
Conclusion
This paper presented a novel hybrid framework for aspect specific opinion expression extraction. Two models PSM and PSM-GPU were proposed that employ CRF discriminative sequence modeling for phrase boundary extraction and generative modeling for grouping relevant terms under a topic. PSM-GPU further optimized the aspect coherence using the generalized Pólya urn sampling scheme. Experimental results showed that the proposed hybrid models can extract more coherent aspect specific opinion expressions significantly outperforming all competitors across all domains and are robust in cross-domain knowledge transfer.
